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Let Z=f(z) be a holomorphic function of z in a ce1tain regi~n of 
Gauss' plane, then we can expand the function about any point e.g. 
z0 in the region into a power-series of z-z0 : 

where Z is the value of the function at z=z0• If we wiite Z for 
Z-Z0 and z for z-z0, the seties becomes 

When tZi is not zero, by the elementary theorem of the Theory of 
Functions, z can, also be expanded as a power-seties of Z, 

Such a function as Z of z, we shall hereafte1 call a reversibly holomor

p!uc function about the origin z=o. 

Since for such a function, dZ does not vanish about the origin 
dz 

a circle about it is easily proved to be tiansformed by means of Z 
-=.f(z) into a closed regular cu1 ve about the origin Z=o of the plane 
of Z. Therofore when the absolute value JZJ of Z is not equal to a 
constant, JZJ must take at least a maximum and a minimum value 

on the circle. The locus of the point z0 at which JZJ is extreme, when 
z runs concentric circles, is the object of the present study. In the 
following we assume Z f(z), (f(o)=o), to be reve1sibly holomorphic 
about the origin; ind only this small region is taken into consiqeration. 

I. The locus of the point z0 at which JZJ takes an extreme value 

when z describes a citcle with the variable radius, whose centre is at 
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the ongin, is defined as an e:i:treme way or the function, while the 
corresponding locus of Z(z~) in the plane of Z is defined as a curve 

ef e:ctreme value. For maximum values, ma:chnum ways resp. curves 
ef maxtmum value are used and for minimum values, similar defini
tions. In the following, the relations between the ways and curves 
are discussed. 

2. As usual in a reversibly holomorphic function, put 

Z = tXi. z + a2 z2+ ... , 
z = :c + £y, :c = r cos 8, 

Z = X + z Y, X = R cos e, 

a1=J=o, 

y = rsin 8, 

Y= Rsin e. 

It is known and easily proved that X as well as Y can be expanded 

into a Taylor's series of :c and y about (oJo), and hence of r and 8. 

Putting 

r2n) lt2" +'Pa (r, 8)-- + .... 
(zn) ! 

When 8 changes from o to 211:, with respect to the circle x 2+f=ra2,R, 
therefore q;(r0, 8) returns to its original value, hence 

0

it must take at 
least a maximum (resp. a minimum) value for certain 8, say 80 and 
assume that 

<p f(,,,,. 8 )- -<p (2n-2)(,,,,. 8 ) _ 0 0 '01 0 - • • • - 0 '01 0 - I 

and <p (2n-1) (r 8 ) _ 0 <p (2n)(r. 8 ) =J= 0 q 01 0 - I O 0> 0 I 

where n is an integer greater than or equal to r. Suppose that these 
relations hold for paramettic values of r about r0, e.g., in an interval 
11 and for corresponding values of 80 : then consider the function 
<p C2n-t) (r, 8). This function satisfies the relations 

(2n-1) ( 8 )-o <p (2n) ( 8 ) =l= 0 'Pa ro, o - , a ro, o , 

hence we obtain a continuous function 8 =cf;(r) in a certain interval 

about r0 , say 12• Let I be the smaller of the two intervals 11 and 12, 

then we have for r in I, 

<p/(r, cj;(r)) = ... = <p8C
2
n-t) (r, cf;(r)) = o, 
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cpt11)(r, <p(r)) =I= O, 80 = ¢(ro) 
Now put 

cp(2n-l) (r, fJ) = F(r, 8), 

then <P(r) ls the continuous solution for r=r0, 8=00 of the differential 
equation 

oF + oF d8 = o, 
or oO dr 

oF oF oF where -, - are power-series of r and O. Moreover -"(} does not or of} u 

vanish in I. Hence 8= <P(r) will be obtained as a power-seiies of r in 
I. The equation of the extreme way is, therefore, 

and 

~ = rcos {s[,(r)}, "/)= 1'si11 {¢(r)}, about 1-0 ; 

d$2+di= (r +rc//2) dr2. 

So the extreme way is a regular curve. From the properties of the 
1·eversibly holomorphic function, the corresponding curve of extreme 
value is also a regrtlar curve whose equation is 

S = R (r, cfl(r)) cos { 0 (1', cfl(r))}, 

H = R (r, cp(r)) sin { 0 (r, cjJ(r))}. 

Thus, if our conditions are satisfied. we see that in this case the 
following relations must be established: 

'Po'(r, 0) = {8-cfl(r)} 2
n-

1 J[i(r, 0), 

where the functions I( do not vanish in the neighborhood of (ru, 00). 

But if for only the point (r0, 80), 

'Pa'(ro, 80) = ... = 'PG(2n-l) (ro, 80) = o, 

while 'Po(~n)(ro, (} o) =I= O. 

-:fhen from the differential equation 

,, + dr o<pl(r, 0) 
'Pe d0 or = o, 

we obtain the solution : 
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r-1'0 = A2n-iC8-80)
2
n-i +A2,. (0-0oyn+ ~-· , 

o<p0
1 (ro, Oo) =!= 0 ; 

or 
whence it follows that 

t 2 

8-80 = B, (r-r0)-n-1 +B2 (r-r0)--:iii=l+ .... 

This solution represents 2n- I determinations. If all the coefficients 
of a certain determination P(r-r0) for r>r0 be real, then by the 
analytical continuation about r0, we can find another determination 
Q(r0 -r) for r0 >r, whose coefficients are all real. Hence before and 
after r0, we shall obtain a real extreme way. Therefore when the 
number of the extreme ways changes, we must have at least 

o<p,,1 (r. 0) = 0. 

or 
From such an equation we will obtain in general solutions of the type, 

0- 80 = 0 (t),1 

r- r 0 = r (t). 

Among these will be given several extreme ways. As illustration 
consider the following function : 

I The analytic continuation of the function to the point z =- gives : 
3 

Writing the series as usual : 

Z 2 2 3 =-z-z-z, 
3 

reversibly holomorphic about z=o, Z=o. 

l See e.g., E. Picard: Traite D'analyse Hf, pp. 36 .... 
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U=-3-R2, 
2r3 

ait = sin 8 (2 + Sr cos IJ- 3r0
) = o. 

i){} 

The roots are 

and 

8 = o, 11: 

r 2 2 cos(}= 3 -
8r 

i) when r is sufficiently small, the 10ots are o and ,. : 

and ( 
iJ21t) 8 2 > . -

8
- = 2+ r-3r o ... mm., 

iJ 2 e=o 

( iJ
2
u ) 2 -- =-2+8r+y < o ... max., 

dtJ2 6=r: 

i.e., we have only a maximum way ()=77: and a minimum way 8=o. 
ii) when r is not so small, adding to the above extreme ways, we have 

From the condition 

we have 

from (1), 

and from (2), 

By easy calculations, 

3 ,,2 2 
cos 8 = -

8r 

I cos o I< 1, 

-3r2+8r+22=::o .............................. (2); 

r > ,/22-4 = r1 ····•······•········· (3), 
3 

r< ✓zz+4 = 1'2 •••••••••••••••••••••••• (4) 
3 
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These results show, (Fig. r), that the x-axis is a minimum way from 
0 to Q, ( 0Q=r2); a maximum way from O to P( OP-r1); the circle 
APBQ whose equation is 3r2-8rcos0-2=0 represents two maximum 
ways; PR, a minimum ;way. At P and Q the number of the extreme 
ways changes, so we have, 

moreover we notice that P is a maximum point. 

z-plane. 

'Y 

R p 

Fig. I. 

3 Let I' be the CUI ve in Z-plane con esponding to a circle r in 
z-plane, (J) being the angle between the 1adius vector and the tangent 
to I', we have 

Rd. 0 tan (J) = __ o_ . 
d9R 

When R is ext1eme, daR vani&hes; but da0 does not vanish; for if it 
vanish, from 

0 = arctan ( _; ) , 

we must have 
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x av _ y ax = 0 ••••.•••••••••••••.. (r), 
al} a{} 

from d0R=o, 
xax+Yay=o ..................... (2) 

al} a I} 
By (r) and (2) 

Hence 
ax . ax ax -- = -r !>l11 0 -- + r cos 0 -- = o ao oz ay 

aY =-rsin 0 aY + rcos O aY = o, 
a0 ax ay 

which leads to the equation : 

( ax )2 ( a y )l dZ 2 
- + - =/-/=o, oz oz dz 

which is impossible. We have W= .!!..-. ; i.e., the radius vector R is 
2 

perpendicular to the curve I' at the point of an extreme value. 

z-plane. 

Fig. 2. 

z-plane. 

y 

Fig. 2 shows that for z jJ1, Z=Pi, R is n1101mum; for z jJJ, 

Z=P.i., R is maximum. Since R is perpendicular to I' at P, the part 
of the circle with centre 0, which is drawn to touch the curve I' at 
P. lies on one side of I', so also is its corresponking curve in z-plane. 
When Pi is the point of minimum value, then the part of the circle 
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lies within I', touching it ; therefore the corresponding curve in z-plane 

lies within r and touches it at p 1 ; i.e., op1 is maximum in the neigh

borhood of p1 ; the same is true for eve1y point of the locus of .?,_. 

For~' oh is minimum; hence 
a). The c.urve of minimum (ma:cimmn) value of the jimctzou Z=Z(2) 

is the maximum (minimum) way of tlte function z=z (Z). 
b) The minimum (ma:cimmn) way of the function Z=Z(z) is the 

curve of 1na,1:imum (minimzt1n) value of the function z=z (Z). 

4. Example. Z=z (z-z). 
This function is reversibly holomorphic in the circle with iadius 

= I about the origin. 

For 

R 2 = r (4-4rcos 8+r2
), 

iJR~ . -- = 4r8 stn 0 = o. 0 = o or n. 
i)(j 

0 = o, Ro= r(2-r) ... min. 

0 = n1 R,. = r(2+r) ... max. 

In Fig. 3 (right), the dotted line is the minimum way; the thick line 

the other. In Fig 3 (left),, the curve of minimum value is given by 

'the dotted line, the other by the thick line. 

Z-p!ane z-plane. 

y y 

X 
f-------r----- X 

0 P, 

Fig. 4. 

The reciprocal function is 

z=r-ifr-Z. 

When R is sufficiently small (Fig. 4). 
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For 0 = o, r0 = 1-i/.r-R ... max., 

0 = rr, 1'1t = 1/1+R-1 .:. min. 

oPi is the curve of maximum value; OP1 , the maximum way. 

Z-plane. z-plane. 

'Y 
y 

----1---=-1 
E o P, X 1l 0 I/ X 

Fig 4. 

5. Next we shall find the number of the extreme ways and of 

the curves of extteme value of the function about the 01igin : 

Put 

Then X = ~ p" r" cos (h0 +a"), 
n=l 

Y = S PL rt sin (kO+ak) 
l.==L 

Hence XX0' + YY0' = { Sp,. r" cos (lzO +a,.)} {-S k p., rk sin (kO + ak)} 
h-1 k-l 

+ { ~ PL r"' sin (k(} + ak) }{~ h p1, r" cos (hO + a,.)} 
k=l l<=l 

= S (h-k)p,.p r"+"'cos(hO+a,.)sin (kO+ak) 
,, .l.=1 

Changing h into k, k into h, and adding we obtain 
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z (XX0'+ Yfe') = 2 (lz-k) P1i p,.~•+/..,sin {(k-h) O+a'" -a"} 
1,,1,-1 

We may divide the double sum into three parts of 

i) sum of terms for h=k, (equal to zero), 

ii) sum of terms for h < k, 

iii) sum of terms for h > k. 

If we interchange h and k, the thiid sum is equal to the second. 
Therefore we obtain 

XXe' + YYo' = 2 (/t-k) p,. pk r"+'' sin { (k-lt) O+a/.., -a,,}, 
1', k-1 

where h and k take all positive intege1s•k > It. 
Let a,. be the first coefficient (except a1 ) which does not vanish, 

then 
XXa' + YYo' = (1-n) p1 p,. r"+1 sin {(n- r) O+a,,-u1 } + ... ; 

for the extreme value, this must vanish even for very small r, there
fore in the limit, 

The roots of the equation are given by 

mn +a1 -u,,, 
-----, 1n = o, I, 2, ... 2n-3. 

n-I 

All the roots give extreme values for small r, since for these values 

:o (XX I+ YYa') =I= o .. 

Hence, the , number of the e:.i:treme ways and that of the curves of 
ezt~e1ne value are each equal to 2(n- 1), where tlze nth coefficient is the 
.first one not zero. Moreover by the co11/ot1mty of the function, the angle 
between two consecutive ways is equal to that of the corresponding curves 
of extreme value. 

In Fig. 5, the dotted lines represent the minimum ways resp. the 
curves of minimum value of the function, 
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the thick lines, those of maximum. 

Z-plane. 

Rmin. = r(r-r4
), 

R max: = r ( r + r4
). 

Fig. 5. 

z-plane. 

Fig. 6 is for the inverse function of the above, approximately. 

The number of the ways is 8. 

Z-plane. z-plane. 

Pa y Pa y ~, /~ 

',, // 1¢', //P,_ 
/ X ' / 

P5 // ', Pi Ps // ', P, 
:xi 

// ',Pa / ,.n 
Ps 1-l 

Fig. 6. 

6. Let us call a power-series with real coefficients, which is 1e

versible, a 1·eal power-series; then a real power-series has the x-axis 
for an extreme way and the X-axis, for the corresponding curve of ex
treme value and vice versa. For sueh a function is symmetrical with 
respect to the z- resp. X-axis. 

When a reversibry !zolomorphic function Z = a1 z + a2 z2 + . . . has the 
x-axis for extreme way, then the quotients: 
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are all real and vice versa. 
For ~uppose an the first 

formula of §5 put fJ=o (or ,r), 

=O. 

Diminishing r we must have, 

whe1e 11Zn, 1 is an integer; hence 

moreover the coefficient of r 211+•, 

coefficient ( except a1) not zero, in the 

i= o, I, 2, ... n-1, ...... (r) 

(r- zn+s- I )P1P2n+s-1 sin (aln+,-1-a1) + (n-n + s)PnPn+s sin(an- an+s) + ... 
is equal to zero; then by ( 1 ), we have 

Therefore a,.+j-an+i is a multiple of 11:, hence 

S = I, 2, ... 1l- I. 

Proceeding in this way, we can prove in general 

where nz8, 1 is an integer; so that our proposition 1s proved. 
Conversely since 

is real, an extreme way is the x-axis, hence, of the function Z. Thus 
when an extreme way is a straight line, by the rotation of the axes, 
the line may become the x-axis ; next rotating the X-axis, the series 
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W, t11s and 1..,ztrv ,. the 

0
' btmne a, . a straight ,me, 
' e way is 

wizen the e:ctreml straight line. 
1 

• hence, , zs a so a becomes rea ' o+ :ctreme vaiue 
d.

. er curve 0 e • J(-r). respon zno d lar function 
. to the mo u .,.. Application 

1 • -r-plane. 

173 

cor-

. shows t1e l fundamental region 
Fig. 7 1 now that 

1 lar function of the moc u 

/(r), in which we ' _ ..'_ + ; ✓ 3 ) - o, 

at A, J=J( 2 
2 

J =J(z) = I, at B, 

J
= J(oo) = oo B BB' and at oo' AA' A , 

n the lines , the line k s real value<, o . t P(-r,.,Jo) on d that the function ta_ e Now take any po111 
an . oloo-ous Imes. . . 
on their horn ::. expansion . =I= o. BB

, then we ( --r + ... , have an • )~ a1 
' (-r--ro) +a2 -r o I-Jo= a1 

Putting J-lo = z, 

it becomes 
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When z takes real value,:, r takes values on the line BB', therefote 
the corresponding values of J resp. of Z are real and the series is -e 
real series; hence the x-axis 1esp. the line BB' is an extreme way of 
the function J(r). So also is the line AA'; but the line AB is not 
an extreme way; for the reptesentation of the fundamental t1iangle in 

the P,lane of J is the real axis (Fig. 8). Now if the ate AB is an 

Jplane. 

-------0~-~-~--~~1-------➔ ro 

(A) (B) 

extreme way, then the part oc of the real axis will be an extreme 
way of the inve1se function r(J), (§ 3). Since the extreme way is a 
straight line, the conesponding cmve of ext1eme value must be also 
a straight line, (§ 6). But the line AB is an arc, i.e., the arc AB 
cannot be an extreme way of the modular function. The homologous 
lines of AA' 1esp. of BB' are extreme ways or not, acco1ding as they 
are st1 aight or not, since the linear substitutions transform cit cle to 
circle but not in general cent1 e to centre. 

To P1of. J. Kawai, the author wishes to exp1ess thanks for his 
several 1 emat ks. 


